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components. Within the IDA concept it is possible to identify
the sources of the most critical statistical and systematic
measurement uncertainties.

The framework of choice for the IDA concept is the
Bayesian probability theory (BPT).

II. THE BAYESIAN RECIPE

For a comparable analysis of heterogeneous diagnostics
IDA requires a systematic and forma1ized error analysis of
all uncertainties involved in each diagnostic. The first step is
to identify and quantify all sources of uncertainties. All kind
of uncertainties are quantified with probability distribution
functions (PDFs). Statistical uncertainties of data, e.g., mea-
sured data and calibration data, are quantified with likelihood
PDFs describing the error statistics of the measurement. Sys-
tematic uncertainties are considered by introducing hyperpa-
rameters characterizing the systematic effects.5 The uncer-
tainty of the hyperparameter is quantified again by a PDF.
Since the systematic effect is a nuisance hyperparameter, it
has to be integrated out (marginalized). Marginalizing pa-
rameters provides a generalization of classical error propaga-
tion laws which are based on Gaussian PDFs. Uncertain
model parameters, such as rate coefficients, are special cases
of systematic uncertainties where the hyperparameter is a
basic component of the physical model. The uncertainties of
model parameters, which are often taken from data bases, are
considered properly by marginalization. Simplified or ap-
proximated physical models are also a source for uncertain-
ties which certainly have an impact on the estimation of the
quantities of interest. Examples are given by the assumption
of locality of electron cyclotron emission, validity of plasma
equilibrium calculations for mapping purposes, or the ab-
sence of outliers. Marginalizing model uncertainties can be
accomplished by introducing and marginalizing proper
model flexibility, e.g., by marginalizing the number of com-
ponents provided for spectral line fitting.6

The second step is to combine PDFs according to the
Bayes theorem. The Bayes theorem specifies how to com-
bine all relevant information within a probabilistic frame-
work in order to infer the quantity of interest. The combina-
tion of PDFs includes the joint information of individual
diagnostics as well as the combination of sets of diagnostics.
The basic concept of combining PDFs is that all kind of
uncertainties are tackled uniquely as lack of knowledge. The
latter reflects foundations for a comparable error analysis of
heterogeneous diagnostics and the framework for IDA. An
implementation within Bayesian graphical models is given in
Ref. 7.

The third step is to marginalize nuisance parameters.
Systematic effects and model uncertainties are integrated out
to provide validated physical results. The final result is the
marginal posterior PDF of the quantities of interest. The mar-
ginal posterior PDF allows one to extract characteristics such
as the mode or mean value for a best estimate and the vari-
ance for an uncertainty measure.

The shape of the posterior distribution allows one to
learn about inconsistencies of different diagnostics. A bi- or
multimodal (more than one maximum) posterior distribution

is an unmistakable indication of inconsistent diagnostics.
Presumably a systematic uncertainty or too crude model sim-
plification of at least one diagnostic is not considered prop-
erly with PDFs. The tedious and most time consuming task is
then to find and to quantify the missing sources of uncertain-
ties. The integrating and standardizing property of the Baye-
sian approach helps to allocate and remedy diagnostic
inconsistencies.

In addition to the estimation of physical quantities the
posterior PDF provides the opportunity for sensitivity analy-
ses in order to study the impact of the various experimental
and model uncertainties on the estimation uncertainty. It is a
consequence if the Bayesian formulation that the critical un-
certainties may change with the choice of the physical goals,
e.g., if Te or !Te is the quantity of interest.

8 Practically,
sensitivity studies can be accomplished by reducing (or
switching off) individual uncertainties and comparing the
posterior PDFs with and without the respective uncertainty.

As mentioned above, the uncertainties are reflected by
the shape of the posterior PDF. Comparable broad, long-
tailed or multi-modal distributions are clear indications for
inappropriate measurement setups. An example will be dis-
cussed in the next section.

The Bayesian optimization strategy of existing diagnos-
tics can be also used for the design of future diagnostics. The
method of choice is to maximize utility functions expected
with respect to the joint PDF of future data and physical
quantities of interest. Marginalization of parameters has to be
extended by marginalization of future measurement data
which have to be simulated from a Bayesian model of the
future (set of) diagnostics.

III. INTEGRATING DIAGNOSTICS

An example of IDA of heterogeneous diagnostics is de-
picted in Fig. 1 which shows two-dimensional posterior
PDFs for ne and Te. The four figures represent Thomson

FIG. 1. The combination of two-dimensional posterior PDFs of heteroge-
neous diagnostics from W7-AS: Thomson scattering (single central spatial
channel, upper left), temperature of soft x-ray (plasma center, upper right),
operational regime of microwave interferometer (cut off, lower left) and the
result (lower right), which is the multiplication of the former PDFs.
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end result

lesson 1:  represent sunspot number by its pdf, not by a unique number

lesson 2: estimate the composite from the combination of all sources, not 
individually from each source
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Observer 1  saw 2 or 3 groups on day 4
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Example : group number

Observer 2: “I saw no spots for a week”
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Example : group number

Observer 3: “There were few spots on day 2”
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Example : group number

Observer 4:  saw spots on Day 4, with between 1 and 3 groups
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Example : group number

End result:  Product of all probabilities
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Example : group number

Final choice : most probable value (maximum a posteriori)
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Example : group number

Final choice : with 95% confidence interval
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Additional cents

Incorporate physical reconstructions (rY, B, …) 
for now: use them for independent testing only, NOT to improve the data 

may want to incorporate that information in later versions 

Use bayesian inference whenever possible 

How to get rid of poorly known parameters (e.g. unknown k coefficient)  
remove them by marginalisation (when possible)
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p(data|NG, I) =

Z
p(data, k|NG, I) dk

<latexit sha1_base64="azFF98KjFATTIL5nEc6D5sMFM8c=">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</latexit>

p(NG|data, I) =
p(data, |NG, I) p(NG|I)

p(data|I)
<latexit sha1_base64="JWPxghA/tizvKsZI5ULUlVBwoSs=">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</latexit>


